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Philippine History and Government Through the Years
Policing America’s Empire
Philippine History
Filipino Crosscurrents
"1001" Questions and Answers on Philippine History and Civil
Government
It has been termed an insurgency, a revolution, a guerrilla war, and a conventional
war. As David J. Silbey demonstrates in this taut, compelling history, the 1899
Philippine-American War was in fact all of these. Played out over three distinct
conflicts—one fought between the Spanish and the allied United States and Filipino
forces; one fought between the United States and the Philippine Army of
Liberation; and one fought between occupying American troops and an insurgent
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alliance of often divided Filipinos—the war marked America's first steps as a global
power and produced a wealth of lessons learned and forgotten. In A War of Frontier
and Empire, Silbey traces the rise and fall of President Emilio Aguinaldo, as
Aguinaldo tries to liberate the Philippines from colonial rule only to fail,
devastatingly, before a relentless American army. He tracks President McKinley's
decision to commit troops and fulfill a divinely inspired injunction to "uplift and
civilize" despite the protests of many Americans. Most important, Silbey provides a
clear lens to view the Philippines as, in the crucible of war, it transforms itself from
a territory divided by race, ethnicity, and warring clans into a cohesive nation on
the path to independence.

The Revolution
How migrant Filipino seamen navigate alternative masculinities in the global
shipping industry

Red Revolution
Empire of Care
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The Philippine Islands
Form and Functions of American Government
From ancient Malay settlements to Spanish colonization, the American occupation
and beyond, A History of the Philippines recasts various Philippine narratives with
an eye for the layers of colonial and post-colonial history that have created this
diverse and fascinating population. A History of the Philippines begins with the preWesternized Philippines in the 16th century and continues through the 1899
Philippine-American War, the nation's relationship with the United States’
controlling presence, culminating with its independence in 1946 and two ongoing
insurgencies, one Islamic and one Communist. Luis H. Francia creates an
illuminating portrait that offers the reader valuable insights into the heart and soul
of the modern Filipino, laying bare the multicultural, multiracial society of
contemporary times.

Global Borderlands
At the dawn of the twentieth century, the U.S. Army swiftly occupied Manila and
then plunged into a decade-long pacification campaign with striking parallels to
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today’s war in Iraq. Armed with cutting-edge technology from America’s first
information revolution, the U.S. colonial regime created the most modern police
and intelligence units anywhere under the American flag. In Policing America’s
Empire Alfred W. McCoy shows how this imperial panopticon slowly crushed the
Filipino revolutionary movement with a lethal mix of firepower, surveillance, and
incriminating information. Even after Washington freed its colony and won global
power in 1945, it would intervene in the Philippines periodically for the next halfcentury—using the country as a laboratory for counterinsurgency and rearming
local security forces for repression. In trying to create a democracy in the
Philippines, the United States unleashed profoundly undemocratic forces that
persist to the present day. But security techniques bred in the tropical hothouse of
colonial rule were not contained, McCoy shows, at this remote periphery of
American power. Migrating homeward through both personnel and policies, these
innovations helped shape a new federal security apparatus during World War I.
Once established under the pressures of wartime mobilization, this distinctively
American system of public-private surveillance persisted in various forms for the
next fifty years, as an omnipresent, sub rosa matrix that honeycombed U.S. society
with active informers, secretive civilian organizations, and government
counterintelligence agencies. In each succeeding global crisis, this covert nexus
expanded its domestic operations, producing new contraventions of civil
liberties—from the harassment of labor activists and ethnic communities during
World War I, to the mass incarceration of Japanese Americans during World War II,
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all the way to the secret blacklisting of suspected communists during the Cold War.
“With a breathtaking sweep of archival research, McCoy shows how repressive
techniques developed in the colonial Philippines migrated back to the United
States for use against people of color, aliens, and really any heterodox challenge to
American power. This book proves Mark Twain’s adage that you cannot have an
empire abroad and a republic at home.”—Bruce Cumings, University of Chicago
“This book lays the Philippine body politic on the examination table to reveal the
disease that lies within—crime, clandestine policing, and political scandal. But
McCoy also draws the line from Manila to Baghdad, arguing that the seeds of
controversial counterinsurgency tactics used in Iraq were sown in the anti-guerrilla
operations in the Philippines. His arguments are forceful.”—Sheila S. Coronel,
Columbia University “Conclusively, McCoy’s Policing America’s Empire is an
impressive historical piece of research that appeals not only to Southeast Asianists
but also to those interested in examining the historical embedding and institutional
ontogenesis of post-colonial states’ police power apparatuses and their apparently
inherent propensity to implement illiberal practices of surveillance and
repression.”—Salvador Santino F. Regilme, Jr., Journal of Current Southeast Asian
Affairs “McCoy’s remarkable book . . . does justice both to its author’s deep
knowledge of Philippine history as well as to his rare expertise in unmasking the
seamy undersides of state power.”—POLAR: Political and Legal Anthropology
Review Winner, George McT. Kahin Prize, Southeast Asian Council of the
Association for Asian Studies
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Outline of Philippine History and Government
In 1899 the United States, having announced its arrival as a world power during
the Spanish-Cuban-American War, inaugurated a brutal war of imperial conquest
against the Philippine Republic. Over the next five decades, U.S. imperialists
justified their colonial empire by crafting novel racial ideologies adapted to new
realities of collaboration and anticolonial resistance. In this path breaking,
transnational study, Paul A. Kramer reveals how racial politics served U.S. empire,
and how empire-building in turn transformed ideas of race and nation in both the
United States and the Philippines. Kramer argues that Philippine-American colonial
history was characterized by struggles over sovereignty and recognition. In the
wake of a racial-exterminist war, U.S. colonialists, in dialogue with Filipino elites,
divided the Philippine population into ''civilized'' Christians and ''savage'' animists
and Muslims. The former were subjected to a calibrated colonialism that gradually
extended them self-government as they demonstrated their ''capacities.'' The
latter were governed first by Americans, then by Christian Filipinos who had proven
themselves worthy of shouldering the ''white man's burden.'' Ultimately, however,
this racial vision of imperial nation-building collided with U.S. nativist efforts to
insulate the United States from its colonies, even at the cost of Philippine
independence. Kramer provides an innovative account of the global
transformations of race and the centrality of empire to twentieth-century U.S. and
Philippine histories.
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Course of Study in Philippine History and Government for the
Fourth Year
History of the Philippines
Philippine Governance and the 1987 Constitution
In his preface, Danilo E. Ponce describes this book as an "unblinking look at Filipino
history in Hawaii." Written from a Filipino viewpoint, the book commemorates
seventy five years of collective existence of this ethnic group in the Aloha State. It
examines Filipino experience in Hawaii in the context of Philippine history and
culture. This is not a simple book, for its subject is complex. For example, there
were three waves of Filipino immigration to Hawaii — each wave bringing people of
differing socio-economic, educational, and geopolitical backgrounds. It would be
misleading to speak of one homogeneous group called "Filipinos" being affected at
any given time. Implicit in Out of This Struggle is the human drama that underlies
events. Hawaii's need for labor promised the Filipinos the possibility of bettering
their economic status, but plantation wages proved so low that entire families
needed to work to live, limiting their access to education. Out of this frustration
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came their active and telling role in the organization of the IL WU and the labor
strife of the 1920s. As Hawaii's Filipinos look to the future beyond 1981, they find
in their community many and varied elements-proof of vitality, of a community
trying to identify issues, examine events, and understand itself. Out of This
Struggle will contribute to that understanding. This book is one of the projects of
the Filipino 75th Anniversary Commemoration Commission, which was created by
the 1977 Hawaii State Legislature, through Enabling Act 181, to oversee the yearlong celebration of the arrival of the first Filipinos in Hawaii in 1906. The idea of the
Commission itself came from a group called the Hawaii Filipino-American
Community Foundation, which, as early as 1976, had thought of the need to
celebrate the 75th anniversary of Filipino immigration to Hawaii not only through
ceremony, but more appropriately, through more permanent means. One of these
means was to be a book which would give its readers some understanding of what
the past 75 years have meant for the Filipinos in Hawaii. At the same time, 'the
members of the Foundation felt that such a book would adequately mirror the
changes that have taken place in the Filipino community, as well as lay to rest the
prevalent view that the old stereotypes still apply. The members of the Education
(Printed) Committee of the Commission, whose task was to oversee the production
of this book, are, fittingly, also members of the Foundation.

Out of this Struggle
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Philippine History and Government
Migrant workers from the Philippines are ubiquitous to global capitalism, with
nearly 10 percent of the population employed in almost two hundred countries. In
a visit to the United States in 2003, Philippine president Gloria Macapagal Arroyo
even referred to herself as not only the head of state but also â€œthe CEO of a
global Philippine enterprise of eight million Filipinos who live and work abroad.â€
Robyn Magalit Rodriguez investigates how and why the Philippine government
transformed itself into what she calls a labor brokerage state, which actively
prepares, mobilizes, and regulates its citizens for migrant work abroad. Filipino
men and women fill a range of jobs around the globe, including domestic work,
construction, and engineering, and they have even worked in the Middle East to
support U.S. military operations. At the same time, the state redefines nationalism
to normalize its citizens to migration while fostering their ties to the Philippines.
Those who leave the country to work and send their wages to their families at
home are treated as new national heroes. Drawing on ethnographic research of the
Philippine government's migration bureaucracy, interviews, and archival work,
Rodriguez presents a new analysis of neoliberal globalization and its consequences
for nation-state formation.

Instructors Confidential Manual Supplemental Handbook
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Philippine History and Government
A History of the Philippines
Filipino Nation
Philippine History and Government for College Students
A War of Frontier and Empire
This interdisciplinary study analyzes the role of sport during the American
occupation of the Philippines and how it related to race, religion, government, and
more. It examines how sport was used by colonial authorities to achieve
occupation aims and argues that similar strategies continue to be prominent
factors in U.S. foreign policy.
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Philippine History Module-based Learning I' 2002 Ed.
Named one of the ten best books of the year by the Chicago Tribune A Publishers
Weekly best book of 2019 | A 2019 NPR Staff Pick A pathbreaking history of the
United States’ overseas possessions and the true meaning of its empire We are
familiar with maps that outline all fifty states. And we are also familiar with the
idea that the United States is an “empire,” exercising power around the world. But
what about the actual territories—the islands, atolls, and archipelagos—this
country has governed and inhabited? In How to Hide an Empire, Daniel Immerwahr
tells the fascinating story of the United States outside the United States. In
crackling, fast-paced prose, he reveals forgotten episodes that cast American
history in a new light. We travel to the Guano Islands, where prospectors collected
one of the nineteenth century’s most valuable commodities, and the Philippines,
site of the most destructive event on U.S. soil. In Puerto Rico, Immerwahr shows
how U.S. doctors conducted grisly experiments they would never have conducted
on the mainland and charts the emergence of independence fighters who would
shoot up the U.S. Congress. In the years after World War II, Immerwahr notes, the
United States moved away from colonialism. Instead, it put innovations in
electronics, transportation, and culture to use, devising a new sort of influence that
did not require the control of colonies. Rich with absorbing vignettes, full of
surprises, and driven by an original conception of what empire and globalization
mean today, How to Hide an Empire is a major and compulsively readable work of
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history.

Philippine History and Government
Bound by War
The Philippine History and Government
World History
Philippine History and Government. Student Workbook
The U.S. military continues to be an overt presence in the Philippines, and a
reminder of the country's colonial past. Using Subic Bay (a former U.S. military
base, now a Freeport Zone) as a case study, Victoria Reyes argues that its defining
feature is its ability to elicit multiple meanings. For some, it is a symbol of
imperialism and inequality, while for others, it projects utopian visions of wealth
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and status. Drawing on archival and ethnographic data, Reyes describes the
everyday experiences of people living and working in Subic Bay, and makes a case
for critically examining similar spaces across the world. These foreign-controlled,
semi-autonomous zones of international exchange are what she calls global
borderlands. While they can take many forms, ranging from overseas military
bases to tourist resorts, they all have key features in common. This new unit of
globalization provides a window into broader economic and political relations, the
consequences of legal ambiguity, and the continuously reimagined identities of the
people living there. Rejecting colonialism as merely a historical backdrop, Reyes
demonstrates how it is omnipresent in our modern world.

How to Hide an Empire
Philippine History and Government (for College Students)
Outline of Philippine History and Government
A sweeping history of America's long and fateful military relationship with the
Philippines amid a century of Pacific warfare Ever since US troops occupied the
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Philippines in 1898, generations of Filipinos have served in and alongside the US
armed forces. In Bound by War, historian Christopher Capozzola reveals this
forgotten history, showing how war and military service forged an enduring, yet
fraught, alliance between Americans and Filipinos. As the US military expanded in
Asia, American forces confronted their Pacific rivals from Philippine bases. And
from the colonial-era Philippine Scouts to post-9/11 contractors in Iraq and
Afghanistan, Filipinos were crucial partners in the exercise of US power. Their
service reshaped Philippine society and politics and brought thousands of Filipinos
to America. Telling the epic story of a century of conflict and migration, Bound by
War is a fresh, definitive portrait of this uneven partnership and the two nations it
transformed.

The Philippine Islands
Migrants for Export
This book is about the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) and its guerrilla
army. Its objective is to offer the reader a close-up look and analysis of the
revolution and serves as a case study of the inner workings of one of the most
successful communist revolutionary movements.
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